We study number density distribution and the behavior of time correlation functions in the density of grains for a quasi-two dimensional system of vibrated grains. We study the system at various packing fractions, from low to high. At low densities we recover usual gas like behavior, reflected in a Poissonian statistics for the number density distribution. At higher densities we notice effects like formation of cages of the kind that are seen in glass transition. We study these effects with a perspective of understanding the similarities and differences between an atomic fluid and a "scaled up fluid" like a vibrated granular system. Here we have experimentally studied a quasi two dimensional granular system consisting of a layer of a large number of spherical particles (mustard seeds) covering a vertically driven horizontal ground glass plate.
Poissonian statistics for the number density distribution. At higher densities we notice effects like formation of cages of the kind that are seen in glass transition. We study these effects with a perspective of understanding the similarities and differences between an atomic fluid and a "scaled up fluid" like a vibrated granular system. Here we have experimentally studied a quasi two dimensional granular system consisting of a layer of a large number of spherical particles (mustard seeds) covering a vertically driven horizontal ground glass plate. Our low packing fraction data fitted well to a Poissonian statistical distribution for the number distribution for the grains (See Fig.   1 ). This indicates that at low densities a vibrated granular system has a dilute gas like behavior. We expect a better agreement with Poissonian statistics in the dilute limit for a larger number of data points. As we probed higher densities we noticed the formation of cages. We intend to study this caging with a view to undestanding the formation of glassy states in such systems [3] . One important difference between probing a liquid consisting of smaller sized particles, say, a colloidal glass forming liquid and probing glass-like states in such vibrated granular system is that we can study these effects in great detail by directly looking at the system without the use of a microscope. In colloids only recently due to advances in technology researchers can probe cage formations by looking through a confocal microscope [4] . In order to probe such effects in detail we need to study the be- 
